
Educational Content

065 What's the weather like today?
Work hands-on with mathematical concepts such as quantity, colour, and logical thinking.

Introduction to the session
Present the Sorting Clothes Hanger from Miniland so the players can familiarize themselves with its components and the various game 
options indicated in the product instructions. The digital game can both help reinforce content learned by playing with the toy, as well 
as present and familiarize the child with the dynamics of the game. This activity provides the opportunity to “touch” and deal with 
different mathematical concepts.

Digital Game
The game consists of matching a set of items of clothing that appear on the screen with a specific type of weather (snowy, rainy, sunny, 
or cloudy). The player must select the weather event for which they think those items of clothing are worn. The activity comprises four 
different games that are distinguished by the colors of the clothing (red, yellow, green and blue).

Playing with the Miniland product

Themes
Math and Logic.

Age
3-6 years old.

Compatible Miniland Material

Ref. 31788 Sorting Clothes Hanger.

Download and print out the 065-A,B “Sorting Clothes Hanger” game sheets. Cut 
along the solid lines and fold along the dotted lines (Fig 1). This will provide you with 
2 different dice (Fig 2). A numbered die for the amounts and a die with the 
following colors: red, green, yellow, blue, “roll again”, and “lose a turn”.
The players take turns rolling the dice. The numbered die indicates the number of 
items of clothing to be placed on the hanger. The colorful die indicates what color 
items of clothing are to be selected. The “X” symbol means that the player loses a 
turn and the next player rolls the dice. The “      ” symbol means that the player must 
roll the dice again.
The game consists of hanging all the game pieces (Fig 3) as quickly as possible 
among all the players (Fig 4).
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Four specific items of clothing and four different weather events will appear on the screen.
The player must click on the image of the weather event that they think is related to the items of clothing displayed.
If they guess wrong, the player can try again with a different image. If they guess right, a new set of items of clothing will appear and 
game play continues.
Each game will display different items of clothing of the same color until the game ends and the next begins.
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Natural sciences

Weather events.
Color differentiation.
Numbers.

Vocabulary

Language

Multilingual education

Vocabulary and verbal expression.

ICTs

Digital environment use.
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